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Discontinuity prefetcher is a simple approach to assist
sequential prefetchers [17]. While a sequential prefetcher
covers sequential misses, a discontinuity prefetcher attempts
to eliminate the remaining misses. Such a prefetcher records
the discontinuities of the program control ﬂow for which
the L1i cache encounters a miss. However, discontinuity
prefetchers have some shortcomings (e.g., limited lookahead).
These shortcomings motivated researchers to propose sophisticated and complex techniques to cover the instruction cache
misses [14].
Many of the advanced prefetchers are based on temporal
prefetching [14]–[16], [21]. In such a prefetcher, the sequence
of past misses [14] or accesses [15] are recorded and replayed
to predict and prefetch future instruction misses/accesses.
While such prefetchers are effective at eliminating most of the
misses, they impose signiﬁcant area overhead, as the sequence
of past misses or accesses needs to be recorded, and server
workloads have a large number of instructions.
To address the drawback of temporal instruction prefetchers,
Kumar et al. revived BTB-directed (also called fetch-directed)
instruction prefetching and extended it to prefetch for the
BTB in addition to the instruction cache [19]. The proposed
prefetcher, which is called Boomerang, uses BTB to go ahead
in the instruction stream to determine instruction and BTB
misses. Then Boomerang sends prefetch requests for the
missing instruction blocks and branches in the cache and BTB,
respectively.
Despite BTB preﬁlling in Boomerang, BTB misses are
still a bottleneck for this prefetcher. As BTB misses prevent
such schemes from going ahead of the current instruction
stream, and BTB misses are resolved using pre-decoding the
instruction blocks, such schemes are not useful for workloads
with very large instruction footprints [20], where BTB misses
are frequent. To lower the effect of BTB misses, recently,
Kumar et al. proposed a new BTB organization within the
framework of BTB-directed instruction prefetching. The new
BTB organization is used in a prefetcher called Shotgun [20].
While Shotgun lowers the number of BTB misses, and as
such, offers higher performance improvement on workloads
with large instruction footprints, it still suffers from BTB
misses, and hence, does not provide the full potential on these
workloads. Moreover, prefetchers that rely on BTB-directed
instruction prefetching require signiﬁcant changes to the frontend of a processor. Last but not least, prior instruction and
BTB prefetchers [16], [19], [20] are proposed in the context of
ﬁxed-length ISAs. Naively extending them to support variablelength ISAs imposes signiﬁcant overhead.
In this paper, we propose a low-cost instruction and BTB
prefetcher that requires minimal changes to the frontend of
a processor and offers a level of performance that exceeds

Abstract—The frontend stalls caused by instruction and BTB
misses are a signiﬁcant source of performance degradation in
server processors. Prefetchers are commonly employed to mitigate frontend bottleneck. However, next-line prefetchers, which
are available in server processors, are incapable of eliminating
a considerable number of L1 instruction misses. Temporal
instruction prefetchers, on the other hand, effectively remove
most of the instruction and BTB misses but impose signiﬁcant
area overhead.
Recently, an old idea of using BTB-directed instruction
prefetching is revived to address the limitations of temporal
instruction prefetchers. While this approach leads to prefetchers
with low area overhead, it requires signiﬁcant changes to the
frontend of a processor. Moreover, as this approach relies on the
BTB content for prefetching, BTB misses stall the prefetcher, and
likely lead to costly instruction misses. Especially as instruction
misses are usually more expensive than BTB misses, the dependence of instruction prefetching to the BTB content is harmful
to workloads with very large instruction footprints. Moreover,
BTB-directed instruction prefetchers, as proposed in prior work,
cannot be applied to variable-length ISAs.
In this work, we showcase the harmful effects of making
instruction prefetchers depend on the BTB content. Moreover,
we divide the frontend bottleneck into three categories and use
a divide-and-conquer approach to propose simple and effective
solutions for each one. Sequential misses can be covered by
an accurate and timely sequential prefetcher named SN4L, a
lightweight discontinuity prefetcher named Dis eliminates discontinuity misses, and the BTB misses are reduced by pre-decoding
the prefetched blocks. We also discuss how our proposal can
be used for variable-length ISAs with low storage overhead. Our
proposal, SN4L+Dis+BTB, imposes the same area overhead as the
state-of-the-art BTB-directed prefetcher, and at the same time,
outperforms it by 5% on average and up to 16%.
Index Terms—Frontend bottleneck, instruction and BTB
prefetching, divide and conquer

I. I NTRODUCTION
Server workloads signiﬁcantly suffer from the frontend
bottleneck due to their massive instruction footprints [1]–[6].
The instruction footprints of server workloads are responsible
for a substantial number of instruction-cache, and branchtarget-buffer (BTB) misses. Such misses considerably degrade
the performance of server processors [1], [4], [7].
Instruction prefetching is a widely-used approach to address
the frontend bottleneck of server processors. Existing commercial processors beneﬁt from a sequential prefetcher that sends
prefetch requests for a number of subsequent blocks upon
activation [8]. Unfortunately, sequential prefetchers leave a
signiﬁcant fraction of misses uncovered, exposing considerable
performance degradation to server workloads. Due to limitations of sequential prefetchers, researchers proposed a number
of advanced prefetchers to address the frontend bottleneck [9]–
[20].
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that of the state-of-the-art prefetchers on workloads with very
large instruction footprints. Moreover, we discuss how our
proposal can be used for a variable-length ISA with minimal
storage overhead. To achieve this goal, we use a divide-andconquer approach: we divide misses into three categories,
sequential, non-sequential (discontinuity), and BTB misses,
and offer practical prefetchers for each category by taking
advantage of the following contributions.
1) We observe that for sequential prefetching, there is a
trade-off between timeliness and accuracy. On the one
hand, next-line (NL) prefetchers fall short of efﬁciency
because of poor timeliness. On the other hand, more
aggressive sequential prefetchers (e.g., next-four-line
(N4L) prefetcher) are inaccurate and produce a large
number of useless prefetches. To address this fundamental problem, we augment an N4L prefetcher with
a simple-yet-accurate predictor to identify which ones
of the subsequent four blocks are useful and will be
accessed by the processor. Only those blocks that are
predicted to be useful will be prefetched. As a result,
our sequential prefetcher is both timely and accurate.
2) Eliminating the sequential misses, we assess a discontinuity prefetcher to cover the remaining misses. We
observe that the conventional discontinuity prefetcher
cannot meet this goal because of three main shortcomings: (1) high storage cost, (2) useless prefetches, and
(3) the limited lookahead. We propose a variant of the
discontinuity prefetcher to address these shortcomings.
For the storage cost, we leverage the fact that discontinuities are the result of branch instruction’s execution.
In consequence, instead of recording the target address,
we record the instruction offset of the branch instruction
in a cache block and extract the target through instruction predecoding. Moreover, useless prefetches are the
consequence of using a tagless table in the conventional
discontinuity prefetcher to mitigate its high storage cost.
We solve this problem using a partial-tagged table with
low storage overhead. Finally, we introduce a proactive
sequential and discontinuity prefetcher to provide sufﬁcient lookahead.
3) Having a powerful and low-cost instruction prefetcher,
we adopt a Conﬂuence-like BTB prefetcher [16] to
cover BTB misses. Every time a block of instruction
is accessed, its instructions are decoded to determine
branch instructions. Branch instructions are sent to the
BTB prefetch buffer to eliminate future BTB misses.
Unlike prior work [16], [19], [20] that only considered
ﬁxed-length ISAs, we show how our proposal can be
used in the context of variable-length ISAs with a low
area overhead.

is strong and eliminates most of the cache misses but imposes
signiﬁcant storage overhead (e.g., 200 KB per core [15]).
The main focus of research in temporal prefetching was the
reduction of the storage overhead. One proposal to reduce the
storage overhead is to share the metadata (i.e., the sequence
of past cache accesses) among all the cores in a multi-core
processor and virtualize it in the last-level cache (LLC) [21].
While this proposal signiﬁcantly reduces the overall storage
overhead for homogeneous workloads, it does not work for
cases where several workloads are simultaneously running on
a multi-core processor.
Another signiﬁcant improvement in this area is Conﬂuence [16] that extends the instruction prefetcher to preﬁll
for the BTB as well. The crucial observation was that the
prefetched blocks have all the necessary information to preﬁll
the BTB and avoid BTB misses. As blocks of instructions
come to the cache, their instructions are decoded, and the
identiﬁed branch instructions are inserted into the BTB. This
way, the instruction prefetcher is effectively used to prefetch
for the BTB, eliminating the storage overhead of a BTB
prefetcher.
B. BTB-Directed Prefetchers
Despite all the efforts, temporal instruction prefetchers still
impose signiﬁcant overhead. BTB-directed prefetchers require
a signiﬁcantly lower storage cost as compared to temporal
prefetchers by leveraging the branch target buffer that is
already available in a conventional processor [10], [19], [20].
The main idea is to go ahead in the instruction stream by
identifying the branch instructions using BTB and taking
advantage of the branch predictor to determine the targets
of the branch instructions. Those blocks in the instruction
stream that are not in the cache are brought into the cache
(i.e., prefetched) before the processor demands for them. The
need for a near-ideal BTB to correctly go ahead of the fetch
stream is the main drawback of BTB-directed prefetchers.
Recently Kumar et al. [19] revived the old idea of BTBdirected prefetching by extending it to prefetch for the BTB in
addition to the cache in a prefetcher named Boomerang. They
used a basic-block oriented BTB that enables Boomerang to
detect BTB misses. By identifying BTB misses, Boomerang
fetches or prefetches the instruction block that contains the
missing BTB entries. Then it uses an instruction pre-decoder
to pre-decode the instructions to extract the missing BTB
entries to ﬁll in the BTB. Having the required BTB entries,
Boomerang can continue its progress to discover the instruction blocks ahead of the fetch stream.
While this idea has low area overhead and works well for
server workloads with modestly-sized instruction footprints, it
falls short of efﬁciency for workloads with large instruction
footprints where BTB misses are frequent [20]. To address
this limitation, Kumar et al., in their latest work [20], suggested changes to the BTB of a processor to make BTB misses
less likely, and hence, the resulting BTB-directed prefetcher,
named Shotgun, suitable for a broader class of workloads
(i.e., workloads with larger instruction footprints). They split
a BTB into three parts: (1) C-BTB for conditional branches,
(2) U-BTB for unconditional branches, and (3) RIB for return
instructions. The main idea is to use most of the BTB storage
for unconditional branches while using BTB preﬁlling for
conditional branches.

II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we review some of the main trends in the
instruction and BTB prefetching and their limitations.
A. Temporal Prefetchers
The primary instruction prefetching technique for servers
in the past ten years is temporal prefetching. With temporal
prefetching, the sequence of prior cache accesses [15] or
misses [14] is recorded and replayed to eliminate cache
misses. The access-based temporal instruction prefetcher [15]
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footprints must be constructed using the retired instruction
streams, and as such, BTB preﬁlling is unable to ﬁll the
footprints. As Figure 1 shows, footprint misses are frequent
and footprint miss ratio varies from 4 to 31%.
Footprint Miss Ratio

Moreover, upon detecting an unconditional or a return
branch instruction, for prefetching, Shotgun relies on bit
vectors of useful blocks around the branch instruction or its
target instead of using the branch predictor, as in the earlier
work. These changes enable Shotgun to be more effective on
workloads with large instruction footprints when it uses the
same BTB size as Boomerang.
III. W HY NOT S HOTGUN ?
To overcome Boomerang’s limitations, Shotgun dedicates a
large part of BTB to the unconditional branches (i.e., U-BTB).
Moreover, for each unconditional branch, it stores the return
and call footprints to have the working set around the branch
instruction and its target. Such a BTB can hold a larger address
space as compared to the original BTB. Moreover, when an
unconditional or return branch is touched, the prefetch candidates are quickly extracted from the footprints independent of
the BTB content.
As Shotgun dedicates a large part of the BTB to U-BTB,
to keep the BTB size small, it only dedicates a small part
of the BTB to conditional branches (i.e., C-BTB). Instead,
Shotgun attempts to aggressively preﬁll C-BTB by decoding
the instruction blocks.
Shotgun requires a meager U-BTB miss ratio to perform
well. We observed that for workloads with enormous instruction footprints in which U-BTB is not sufﬁcient to
hold the unconditional branches, Shotgun is ineffective. This
ineffectiveness is due to the following reasons. While the
BTB preﬁlling mechanisms can resolve some missing U-BTB
entries, their footprints cannot be preﬁlled because they are
constructed using the retired instruction streams. Not having
the footprints, Shotgun cannot beneﬁt from its instruction
prefetcher as well as the proactive preﬁlling to ﬁll in CBTB. Consequently, instruction and C-BTB misses are likely
to happen.
In the case of a footprint miss, Shotgun relies solely on
reactive preﬁlling: when a C-BTB miss happens, it performs
a cache lookup, sends a prefetch request in the case of a
cache miss, waits for the reply, decodes the block, ﬁlls the CBTB, feeds it into the Fetch Target Queue (FTQ)1 , and makes
progress till the next C-BTB miss. Even though Boomerang
also uses a similar process, unlike Shotgun, Boomerang can
quickly make progress because conditional branches are kept
in its large BTB. For Shotgun, however, frequent C-BTB
misses, which are caused by footprint misses, make the core
to have forward progress one block of instructions at a time
as in the baseline with no prefetcher.
Because of the mentioned problems, in the case of U-BTB
misses, FTQ cannot be ﬁlled by instructions far ahead in the
fetch stream. The fetch engine consumes the instructions that
are already inserted into the FTQ, and FTQ quickly becomes
empty, which stalls the core and results in performance loss
(note that in the case of a BTB miss, Shotgun stops inserting
into the FTQ).
Figure 1 shows the footprint miss ratio in the U-BTB. We
report footprint miss ratio instead of U-BTB miss ratio because
BTB preﬁlling may preﬁll some U-BTB entries2 . Still, their
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Fig. 1. Footprint miss ratio in Shotgun [20].

Due to the high footprint miss ratio, we expect the discussed shortcomings to inﬂuence Shotgun’s effectiveness signiﬁcantly. To give an insight into the adverse effects, we report
the fraction of cycles that cores are stalled due to empty FTQ
in Table I. Note that empty FTQ is a consequence of slow
progress on feeding the basic blocks to the FTQ.
TABLE I
E MPTY-FTQ

STALL CYCLES IN

Workload
Media Streaming
OLTP (DB A)
OLTP (DB B)
Web (Apache)
Web (Zeus)
Web Frontend
Web Search

S HOTGUN [20].

Fraction
13.13%
18.87%
1.64%
14.58%
14.10%
8.47%
8.16%

IV. M OTIVATION
L1 instruction (L1i) cache misses can be classiﬁed into
sequential and discontinuity misses. A sequential miss is a
cache miss that is spatially right after the last accessed block,
while a discontinuity miss is the consequence of a branch
execution. We propose two prefetchers to prefetch these two
classes of misses effectively.
First, we start with sequential misses, which are the majority
of L1i cache misses. As shown in Figure 2, 65 to 80% of L1i
cache misses are next to the last accessed block. Consequently,
a sequential prefetcher has the potential to cover a signiﬁcant
fraction of L1i misses.
100%
Fraction

80%

60%
40%

20%
0%

1 FTQ

is a long queue of basic-blocks, which is used to ﬁll the gap between
the branch prediction unit and the instruction cache.
2 Entries corresponding to branch instructions whose target is encoded in
the instruction itself like Call.
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Fig. 2. Fraction of sequential cache misses.
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Average

Sequential Miss Coverage

Timeliness, based on CMAL

Spurred by the results, a sequential prefetcher can be used
to eliminate sequential misses. Sequential prefetchers have
different variants like Next-Line (NL), Next-X-Line (NXL),
NLmiss, and NLtagged [22]. The simplest one, the NL
prefetcher, upon access to the cache, looks up the cache for
the next cache block and prefetches it if it is not in the
cache. Unfortunately, as we show, the NL prefetcher leaves
a considerable fraction of sequential misses uncovered.
Figure 3 shows the sequential miss coverage of an NL
prefetcher over a baseline with no prefetcher. Based on detailed cycle-accurate simulations, the average sequential miss
coverage is 63% (i.e., 37% of the misses are not covered). Note
that this ﬁgure only considers sequential misses and differs
from common miss coverage reports in which discontinuity
misses are also considered.
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Algorithm 1 A sample procedure
1: procedure P ROCEDURE
some calculations
2:
3:
if some conditions then
4:
some calculations
5:
else
6:
some calculations
7:
end if
8:
try
9:
some calculations
10:
catch
11:
handle some exceptions
12:
some calculations
13:
return
14: end procedure
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Fig. 4. Covered Memory Access Latency (CMAL) for different sequential
prefetchers.
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Fig. 3. NL sequential miss coverage.

A timely NL prefetcher must cover all sequential misses.
Consequently, NL prefetcher’s poor timeliness is the source
of the remaining uncovered sequential misses. The general
approach to improve the timeliness of a sequential prefetcher
is to increase its prefetching depth by prefetching the next
X blocks, which is called Next-X-Line or simply NXL
prefetcher. To measure the timeliness, we use the covered
memory access latency (CMAL): the fraction of cycles needed
to fetch the cache block from lower levels of the memory
hierarchy that is covered by the prefetcher. Figure 4 shows
the average timeliness of NL, N2L, N4L, and N8L. Results
show that NL’s CMAL is 65%, conﬁrming its poor timeliness. As expected, increasing the prefetch depth improves the
timeliness: CMAL for N2L, N4L, and N8L is 80%, 88%,
and 85%, respectively. Surprisingly, N8L offers lower CMAL
as compared to N4L. Investigating the reason, we ﬁnd that
the excessive N8L’s useless prefetches increase the network
latency, and lead to weaker CMAL for the blocks that are
prefetched with small depths. Based on this insight, we analyze
the impact of useless prefetches in the context of sequential
prefetchers.
One of the signiﬁcant limitations of a sequential prefetcher
is that it issues many useless prefetches, which leads to
essential side effects like cache pollution, external bandwidth
utilization, and excessive network trafﬁc [6], [23], [24]. Server
applications are sophisticated software with many conditional
branches, subroutine, and procedure calls, exception handling
cases, and error detection and debugging pieces of code, which
are rarely executed. These rarely-executed pieces of code make
a sequential prefetcher issue many incorrect prefetches. As an
example, consider the piece of code in Algorithm 1.
In this example, Block A will not be prefetched by an NL
prefetcher because its previous line, A-1, belongs to another

 Block A
 Block A+1
 Block A+2
 Block A+3
 Block A+4
 Block A+5

procedure and is not accessed. On access to Block A, an
NL prefetcher correctly prefetches A+1 whose if condition
must be evaluated. If the condition causes the if body to
be executed, the Block A+2 will not be executed (i.e., the
else part), which results in a useless prefetch. After the if
statement, the try block will be executed, which is placed
in Block A+3 and is not prefetched because the else block,
A+2, is not accessed. Meanwhile, the rarely-executed exception handling catch block is prefetched, which is yet-another
useless prefetch. The same case holds when the NL prefetcher
prefetches the out-of-the-procedure block, A+6. Although A+3
and A+5 are accessed from branch instructions located at the
end of the if and try blocks, and are not sequential misses,
they can be covered by a next-2-line prefetcher.
To study the signiﬁcance of useless prefetches of a sequential prefetcher in server workloads, we measure the average
clock cycles needed to access the last-level cache (LLC) and
the L1i external bandwidth usage of NXL prefetchers normalized to the baseline with no prefetcher. External bandwidth
usage refers to the number of fetch or prefetch requests sent
from L1i to the lower levels of the memory hierarchy. In this
study, we use a 64-entry prefetch buffer along with the L1i to
immune it from cache pollution. Based on the results shown in
Figure 5, as compared to the baseline, the average LLC latency
and the external bandwidth usage of the N8L prefetcher are
increased by 28% and 7.2×, respectively, because of sending
useless prefetches. As a result, while increasing the prefetch
depth addresses the timeliness, the useless prefetches bring
essential side effects that signiﬁcantly limit the effectiveness
of a sequential prefetcher.
As an N4L prefetcher offers sufﬁciently good timeliness, we
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known, and the pre-decoder can easily ﬁnd the instructions
and check their opcodes to determine branches and extract
their targets. Nevertheless, detecting instruction boundaries is
a challenge for VL-ISA. We want to offer an approach with
minimal overhead to make BTB prefetching applicable to VLISA.
To avoid the complexity of detecting the instructions and
determining their boundaries inside a cache block, we need to
know where the branch instructions in the block are located.
Moreover, unlike a ﬁxed-length ISA where instructions within
a cache block can be pre-decoded in parallel, in a VL-ISA,
the progress is instruction by instruction and slows down the
prefetcher and can offset the beneﬁts.
For this goal, we need to make some critical decisions. First,
we need to decide how a branch instruction within a cache
block should be identiﬁed. A simple solution is to keep the
byte offset of the starting byte of the branch instruction, which
requires 6 bits in a 64-byte block. Second, we need to decide
how many branches should be identiﬁed for a cache block.
Figure 8 shows that by only storing four branches per cache
block, almost all branches can be identiﬁed. As each byteoffset needs 6 bits, this imposes 3 bytes of storage per cache
block. We refer to the combination of all branch byte-offsets
of a cache block as a branch footprint (BF).
Naively storing the BF of all instruction blocks imposes
a high storage cost. We note that it is not needed to store
all BFs near L1i. They can be kept in the LLC: when a
cache block is fetched from the LLC, its corresponding BF
is fetched as well. Moreover, we virtualize the BFs to make
the extra storage overhead as low as possible. A convenient
virtualization approach is to extend the tag of a block in the
LLC to store, update, and retrieve its BF. Such a virtualization
approach is already used in SHIFT [21] by dedicating some
sets to store the virtualized metadata and extending the tag
array to store the indexes to the virtualized sets. However,
this approach is not a good solution because instruction blocks
are a small fraction of all blocks in the LLC: a method that
requires even small extra storage to all cache blocks will result
in considerable storage overhead.
To reduce the storage overhead, we propose to keep the
BFs per cache set and not per cache block. As many of the
blocks in a set are not instruction blocks, the storage overhead
will be reduced. To show the effectiveness of this insight,
Figure 9 shows the fraction of uncovered branch footprints
as a function of the number of stored branch footprints per
set. Note that a branch footprint has the footprint of four
branches of a cache block. Figure 9 shows that by providing
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Fig. 7. Predictability of the branch instruction responsible for the discontinuity.

choose it as our starting sequential prefetcher and attempt to
eliminate its useless prefetches. For this purpose, we measure
the predictability of accesses to the subsequent blocks. We
observe that for each block of instructions, the four subsequent
blocks’ access pattern is stable and can be learned. For each
block, from its insertion to the cache until its eviction, we
record which of the four subsequent blocks are accessed,
and compare this pattern to the last recorded one to ﬁnd out
the predictability. Figure 6 shows that the accuracy of this
prediction is 92%, on average. Based on this observation, we
use a simple predictor to learn the access pattern and use it
to eliminate the useless prefetches of an N4L prefetcher. This
process is so effective that the number of useless prefetches of
the N4L prefetcher with such a predictor becomes signiﬁcantly
smaller than that of an NL prefetcher.

Predictability

60%

0%

N8L

Fig. 5. Side effects of useless prefetches on LLC access latency and L1i
external bandwidth usage.

0%

80%

Fig. 6. Predictability of the access pattern of the four subsequent cache blocks
of a cache access.

Sequential misses being covered, the remaining misses are
non-sequential ones caused by branch instructions. We use the
term discontinuity for these misses. We observe that in most
cases, only a single branch instruction within a cache block is
responsible for the discontinuity. To show this, for each block,
we compare two consecutive branch instructions that caused
the discontinuity. Figure 7 shows the fraction of cases where an
identical instruction causes a discontinuity. As indicated, the
number ranges from 78% in Web (Apache) to 83% in OLTP
(DB A), with an average of 80%. Based on this observation,
we use a predictor to learn which single branch within a block
is responsible for the discontinuity. Knowing the branch, we
easily prefetch the target of the branch to avoid misses, with
a small area cost.
While BTB prefetching using instruction-block predecoding is already proposed by prior work [16] and used in
the followup work [19], [20], its implementation on a variablelength instruction set architecture (VL-ISA) has never been
discussed. On ﬁxed-length ISA, the instruction boundaries are
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space to store two BFs per LLC set, about 2% of the BFs
remain uncovered. Increasing the area to accommodate three
and four BTs decreases the uncovered ratio to 0.4 and 0.2%,
respectively. Consequently, by storing only four BFs per set in
the LLC, the BF of almost all instruction blocks are covered.
2 branches

Uncovered Branches

12%

3 branches

that all blocks should be prefetched the ﬁrst time. In addition
to SeqTable, as in most prefetchers, every block in the cache
has a 1-bit prefetch ﬂag. The ﬂag indicates whether the cache
block is brought into the cache by the prefetcher or the fetch
demand. Finally, we store 4-bit local prefetch status in every
block in the cache, as we explain in the following section.
Decreasing SeqTable lookups: As SN4L is triggered on
every access to a block, it may impose signiﬁcant SeqTable
lookup overhead. In consequence, for each block in the cache,
we allocate 4-bit local prefetch status in the cache to store
the prefetch status of its four subsequent blocks. When we
bring a block into the cache, the prefetch status of its four
subsequent blocks is read from SeqTable and stored in the
local prefetch status. Every time we need to read the status
of the four subsequent blocks, we use the 4-bit local prefetch
status in the cache. This strategy eliminates unnecessary access
to SeqTable.
Prefetching: Upon access to a cache block, SN4L checks
the 4-bit local prefetch status to determine the status of its
four subsequent blocks. For all of the four subsequent cache
blocks that are not in the cache and their prefetch status bits
indicate that they are useful, a prefetch request will be sent.
Updating the metadata: Every time the core demands for
a prefetched block (i.e., a block whose prefetch ﬂag is set), its
prefetch status in SeqTable is set to indicate that this block is a
useful prefetch. Moreover, upon demand access to a prefetched
block, we reset the prefetch ﬂag of the cache block. On the
other hand, every time a cache block is evicted from the
cache, if the evicted block is prefetched, the corresponding
entry in SeqTable is reset to show that the block was not a
useful prefetch. Additionally, on a missed access to a block,
the SeqTable entry for that block is set.
Metadata table: As SN4L requires 1-bit prefetch status for
every block of instructions, the size of SeqTable can be quite
large. However, we use a direct-mapped and tagless table to
moderate the storage cost. As the size of the table is limited,
every entry in the table is shared for many addresses. In
SeqTable, if a block is mapped to entry A, the four subsequent
blocks’ prefetch status are stored in the entries A+1 to A+4.
Moreover, Block A+1’s four subsequent blocks’ prefetch status
are stored in entries A+2 to A+5. Our experiments show
that such a table successfully stores the metadata and offers
the performance of dedicated storage for each block while
imposing signiﬁcantly less storage overhead.
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Fig. 8. Fraction of uncovered branches as a function of the number of
branches stored in a branch footprint.
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V. SN4L+DIS+BTB
SN4L+DIS+BTB prefetcher is a combination of a sequential instruction prefetcher, named SN4L, to cover sequential
instruction misses, a discontinuity prefetcher to cover nonsequential instruction misses and a BTB prefetcher, that synergistically work together. This section presents the details of
the SN4L+DIS+BTB prefetcher.
A. Selective Next-Four-Line Prefetcher (SN4L)
We describe selective-next-four-line (SN4L) prefetcher,
which is based on a next-four-line prefetcher (N4L) that covers
most of the sequential misses but attempts to eliminate N4L’s
useless prefetches.
Upon every access to a cache block, SN4L attempts to
prefetch the next four subsequent cache blocks. Unlike an N4L
prefetcher that sends prefetch requests for all four subsequent
cache blocks that are not in the cache, the SN4L prefetcher
only sends prefetch requests for those of the four blocks that
are not in the cache and were useful when prefetched the last
time. As SN4L is highly accurate, it prefetches directly into
the cache and does not need a prefetch buffer.
SN4L needs to store the state of the usefulness of the
prefetched cache blocks. Therefore, every block of instructions
has a single-bit sequential prefetch status that indicates if the
block should be sequentially prefetched or not. These states are
stored in a direct-mapped and tagless table named SeqTable.
All entries in the table are initialized to 1, which indicates

B. Discontinuity Prefetcher
The goal of a discontinuity prefetcher is to cover nonsequential misses that occur as a result of the execution of
branch instructions. While a discontinuity prefetcher by itself
is not a new idea [17] and its organization is straightforward,
our goal is to minimize the area overhead of such a prefetcher.
The straightforward implementation of a discontinuity
prefetcher, similar to that of prior work [17], is a table that
records the miss addresses (along with other metadata) that a
next-line prefetcher cannot capture. Such a table needs tens of
kilobytes of storage as every row of the table needs to store
an address, along with other details.
To minimize the storage requirement, we take advantage
of the fact that discontinuities are the consequence of the
execution of branch instructions. As a result, if a block of
instructions has a branch that causes a discontinuity miss, the
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offset of the branch in the block is recorded in a table named
DisTable. Accordingly, we record a 4-bit offset to distinguish
16 instructions in a block. To make DisTable simple, we
organized DisTable as direct-mapped and partially-tagged. In
consequence, each row contains a 4-bit partial tag of the cache
line and a 4-bit offset of the instruction in the line. We refer to
our discontinuity prefetcher as the Dis prefetcher. Like SN4L,
the Dis prefetcher is accurate and prefetches directly into the
cache and does not need a prefetch buffer.
Recording: The last two demanded instructions and their
program counters are recorded in individual registers. Initially,
the DisTable is empty. Upon every cache miss, the last two
demanded instructions are decoded to determine if they are
branch instructions3 . If any of them is a branch instruction,
the 4-bit offset of the branch instruction is recorded in the
entry of the DisTable associated with the block address.
Replaying: Dis prefetcher is triggered whenever there is
a fetch or prefetch request to the cache. If the block is in
the cache, we pursue the following procedure immediately.
However, for blocks that are not in the cache, we pursue the
procedure when the block arrives in the cache. We look up
DisTable to check if there is an offset associated with the
block address. If we ﬁnd the offset, the offset of the branch
instruction is read, and the corresponding instruction will be
decoded. Upon decoding the instruction, if the instruction is
not a branch instruction, we do nothing. Otherwise, if the
branch’s target is decoded in the instruction, we send a prefetch
request for the target. Otherwise, we consult BTB to determine
the target and send the prefetch request. If the instruction is
not found in BTB, no prefetch request will be sent.
Proactive Sequential and Discontinuity Prefetching:
While SN4L attempts to offer timely prefetches, frequent
discontinuities prohibit SN4L to meet this goal. Consider the
following sequence of demanded blocks: ..., A, A + 1, A +
2, B, B + 1, C, D, ...
On block A, SN4L prefetches A + 1 and A + 2. Moreover,
Dis prefetcher is triggered on a prefetch for A + 2 to prefetch
B. However, SN4L and Dis prefetchers cannot make further
progress, and the remaining blocks of this sequence remain
non-prefetched. It means that block B + 1 will be prefetched
whenever processor demands block B. As a result, SN4L
will prefetch B + 1 with the effective depth of one that is
not timely, as already discussed. To address this problem,
we improve our SN4L and Dis prefetchers to prefetch the
sequential region of detected discontinuities. As a result, when
Dis prefetches B, SN4L attempts to prefetch B +1. Moreover,
as Dis prefetcher is triggered on both fetch and prefetches,
when SN4L prefetches B, Dis looks up DisTable to ﬁnd
discontinuities for blocks B and B + 1. Then, DisTable ﬁnds
the discontinuity of block B + 1, and accordingly, prefetches
C. This Dis prefetching triggers another SN4L prefetching.
However, SN4L does not ﬁnd any useful sequential prefetch
for block C. Nevertheless, Dis prefetcher ﬁnds out that block
D is a discontinuity prefetch candidate for block C.
This example clearly shows that it is possible to build
a proactive prefetcher that can go multiple sequential and
discontinuity regions ahead of the fetch stream, as far as
needed. Such a possibility helps the prefetcher to issue timely
prefetches. However, proactive SN4L and Dis prefetchers may

trigger multiple SN4L and Dis prefetches, and each one may
need to look up the local prefetch status bits, SeqTable, and
DisTable. As a result, we need to have queues to accommodate
the blocks that will trigger SN4L and Dis prefetchers (called
SeqQueue and DisQueue, respectively). For example, in the
given sequence, when SN4L ﬁnds A + 1 and A + 2 are
useful sequential prefetches, it pushes these blocks to the
end of DisQueue to trigger Dis prefetcher for these blocks.
Consequently, SN4L and Dis prefetchers are triggered based
on the block that is at the head of their corresponding queue.
Moreover, such a chain of prefetches can generally have no
limits. To avoid useless prefetches because of going far ahead
of the fetch stream, this chain should be terminated at a point.
We associate a depth to each block that is pushed to SeqQueue
and DisQueue. In the beginning, proactive prefetching is
triggered on a demanded block, and the rest of the prefetches
are triggered based on the prior prefetch candidates. The
associated depth for the ﬁrst triggering block is zero. To set
the depth of the remaining blocks, we add one to the depth of
the triggering block that resulted in the prefetch. To clarify
this, in the above example, in the ﬁrst step, A is sent to
SeqQueue, and its depth is zero. SN4L detects A + 1 and
A + 2 are useful blocks. Now, these blocks are candidates to
ﬁnd Dis prefetches. As a result, A + 1 and A + 2 should be
sent to DisQueue. As the depth of the block that has triggered
their prefetch is zero, the depth of their associated entry in
DisQueue will be one. Dis prefetcher ﬁnds B as a new prefetch
candidate. In this step, B should be sent to DisQueue and
SeqQueue. Similarly, the depth of block B in these queues will
be two. This mechanism makes it possible to terminate a chain
of prefetches when it reaches a speciﬁc depth. This proactive
prefetching mechanism will be called SN4L+Dis prefetcher.
Our experiments show that four is a reasonable threshold
to terminate the prefetch chain. Moreover, by going far ahead
of the fetch stream, the timeliness is obtained at the cost of
lower prefetch accuracy. As a result, we use SN1L, instead of
SN4L, to prefetch the sequential regions of discontinuities.
Decreasing the unnecessary cache lookups: An aggressive
prefetcher like SN4L+Dis issues lots of repetitive and unnecessary cache lookups. To avoid this, SN4L+Dis uses a simple
structure named Recently Looked Up (RLU) that stores the
address of the last eight blocks that most recently are looked
up, either by the prefetcher or demanded by the processor.
Every prefetch candidate that is determined by SN4L+Dis is
sent to a queue named RLUQueue. Prefetch candidates are
popped from this queue and looked up in RLU. If they miss
in RLU, the prefetcher looks up the cache. If not found in
the cache, the prefetch candidate will be sent to the memory
hierarchy. Otherwise, the prefetch candidate is ignored.
The proactive mechanism makes progress whenever a new
prefetch candidate is determined that is not in RLU. Consequently, an RLU miss is the actual event that pushes a new
triggering block to SeqQueue and DisQueue. Therefore, it is
necessary to have the depth of blocks in RLU. In other words,
whenever SN4L+Dis ﬁnds a prefetch candidate, it not only
sends the prefetch candidate to RLUQueue but also sends the
depth of the block that has triggered the prefetch. Having the
depth in RLUQueue, SN4L+Dis can push the new triggering
blocks with the appropriate depths to SeqQueue and DisQueue.

3 We decode the last two instructions because of the branch delay slot in
the SPARC architecture.
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C. BTB Prefetcher
To address the frequent BTB-miss problem, we borrow
insights from Conﬂuence [16]. However, as our goal is not to
change the structure of BTB, we use a conventional programcounter based BTB. Instead, we prefetch to a BTB prefetch
buffer and use a more aggressive prefetch mechanism to ﬁll it.
Unlike Conﬂuence, we send cache blocks to the pre-decoder
every time that they are missed in RLU. Note that as both Dis
and BTB prefetchers need a pre-decoder, a single pre-decoder
is used for both prefetchers. This brings the opportunity to do
discontinuity and BTB prefetching simultaneously. To exploit
this opportunity, Dis prefetcher looks up DisTable to ﬁnd
the discontinuity offset of the block that is at the head of
DisQueue. Then the discontinuity offset is sent to the predecoder along with the instructions of that block. Predecoder
decodes all the instruction of that block and extracts the
branches and checks whether the instruction in the given offset
is a branch or not, and extracts the target if it is a branch.
Finally, this target is pushed to RLUQueue for the next steps.
Extracted branches will be stored in a prefetch buffer next to
the BTB. We organize the BTB prefetch buffer entries similar
to BTB entries of Conﬂuence. This organization helps the BTB
prefetcher to store all branches of a given cache block in just a
single access to the BTB prefetch buffer without requiring any
change to the BTB itself. The BTB prefetch buffer is a 2-way
set-associative structure. A hit in the BTB prefetch buffer will
send the appropriate entry to the BTB.
Compared to Conﬂuence and Shotgun, our BTB prefetcher
has some advantages. As compared to Conﬂuence, the design is independent of the BTB type. Consequently, it can
be used along with any BTB organization. As compared
to Shotgun, our proposal is more straightforward. Shotgun
uses a basic-block oriented BTB. It means that not only the
branch instructions but also basic-block boundaries must be
determined. Note that basic blocks may span multiple cache
blocks. Consequently, the pre-decoder must keep a record of
what it has already seen because cache blocks are fed one
by one. Furthermore, Shotgun has two distinct proactive and
reactive BTB preﬁlling mechanisms. As such, it must either
have two separate pre-decoders or on a BTB miss that triggers
reactive BTB preﬁlling, save the proactive BTB preﬁlling state
to continue the process at the end of reactive BTB preﬁlling.

of LLC all the time, even if we do not use it. Second, every
LLC tag array needs to be extended to store the corresponding
index to the virtualized sets, imposing 960 KB of extra storage
to the LLC. On the contrary, our virtualization proposal,
called dynamically-virtualized LLC (DV-LLC), is a dynamic
mechanism that overcomes both problems.
DV-LLC switches between two modes: the least recently
used (LRU) way is either a block-holder, as in conventional
LLCs, or a BF-holder. When a cache set contains no instruction block, all ways are block-holders as in a conventional
LLC. Otherwise, the LRU way is a BF-holder. When an
instruction block is inserted into a set that does not have any
instruction blocks, the LRU block is evicted (if utilized) for
the LRU way to become a BF-holder. Moreover, when all
instruction blocks within a cache set are evicted, the LRU way
returns to its block-holder mode. For this purpose, every cache
block has a single bit named isInstruction. Based on logical
OR of all isInstruction bits in a set, the operation mode of the
LRU way is determined. This implementation imposes less
than 0.2% storage cost to a 32 MB LLC.
Moreover, as each BF is 3 bytes, a 64-byte block is sufﬁcient
to store the BF of up to 21 ways. If the associativity of LLC
is less than 21, to ease ﬁnding the BF, we consider a design in
which each way’s BF is directly mapped to a speciﬁc location
of the LRU data array. Consequently, no tagging is needed to
determine the owner of the BF in the LRU way. However,
if the associativity exceeds 21, the virtualized way can be
looked up in a fully-associative manner. This means that the
corresponding instruction block’s tag should be included as
well as the BF in the LRU way. Considering the tag overhead,
the fully associative BF-holder can store the BF of up to ten
instruction blocks. Fortunately, based on Figure 9, this is more
than what we need to cover all BFs.
E. Example
Figure 10 provides an overview of the components of the
proposed prefetcher. Suppose that block A is not in the cache.
In consequence, access to this block will trigger a fetch
request. Moreover, SeqTable is looked up to determine the
prefetch status of its four subsequent blocks, A+1 to A+4.
From the ﬁgure, we see that these status bits are 0, 1, 0, and
1, respectively. As the prefetch status of A+1 and A+3 is 0,
SN4L prefetcher only looks up A+2 and A+4 in the RLU.
RLU ﬁlters A+2 as it is already looked up in the cache. As
A+4 is not in the cache, a prefetch request for it will be sent.
When block A arrives at the cache, the local prefetch status bits
are placed near the block to ease accessing them in the future.
Moreover, the DisTable is looked up, and a partial-tag match is
detected for block A. Then, the block is sent to the pre-decoder
to extract the branch instructions and preﬁll the BTB prefetch
buffer. Besides, as the corresponding offset in the DisTable is
9, the pre-decoder checks if the ninth instruction is a branch.
If the instruction is a branch, the pre-decoder calculates the
target (Block C in our example). Then the target is looked up
in the RLU. As the target (i.e., Block C) is not in the RLU
and the cache, a prefetch request will be sent for it.

D. Handling Variable-Length ISA
Supporting machines with variable-length ISA (VL-ISA),
some minor modiﬁcations are needed in our proposal. SN4L
does not require any changes. Dis prefetcher needs to store the
byte-offset instead of the instruction-offset in each DisTable
entry. This way, the pre-decoder knows where the discontinuity
branch instruction begins. This change increases the storage
requirement of an entry from eight bits to ten bits (assuming
a 64-byte cache block), resulting in a 20% increase in the
storage cost of DisTable.
BTB prefetcher is the component that needs more consideration. Based on Figure 8, for each instruction block, a
branch-footprint (BF) holding four byte-offsets is required to
cover all branches. As devoting dedicated storage for this
purpose imposes a high storage cost, we virtualize BFs in
the LLC. SHIFT [21] already did LLC virtualization to
store the instruction prefetcher’s metadata. However, their
implementation has two shortcomings. First, it loses a fraction

F. Comparison to Prior Work
Table II summarizes the comparison of our proposal and
the state-of-the-art temporal prefetcher, Conﬂuence [16] and
the state-of-the-art BTB-directed prefetcher, Shotgun [20].
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over, because the pre-decoding scheme is widely used in prior
work to eliminate BTB misses, the Dis prefetcher requires low
modiﬁcation as it can reuse the pre-decoder.
Finally, SN4L+Dis+BTB and Conﬂuence can handle immensely larger workloads, which is Shotgun’s shortcoming.
Generally, prefetchers’ effectiveness depends on their ability
to (1) maintain their metadata, and (2) lose the smallest
opportunity in case of lack of metadata. Both SN4L+Dis+BTB
and Conﬂuence have devoted tables with a large number of
entries to hold their metadata. On the other hand, Shotgun
builds its prefetcher on top of a 1.5 K-entry U-BTB, which
is small for large workloads. Moreover, a metadata miss in
SN4L+Dis+BTB will result in a single instruction miss. Moreover, once an instruction miss occurs, SN4L and Dis prefetchers are instantly triggered to cover the probable instruction
misses in that spatial location. The lack of metadata in the
competing approaches is more signiﬁcant than our proposal.
Both proposals use footprints to prefetch the instructions in
the spatial regions, and a footprint miss results in losing
the ability to prefetch in the whole corresponding region.
The consequence of Shotgun’s U-BTB footprint misses is
discussed in Section III.

Pre-decoder

Branches

Discard it

BTB Prefetch
Buffer

Fig. 10. Overview of the proposed prefetcher.
TABLE II
SN4L+D IS +BTB AND PRIOR WORK .
Storage Overhead
BTB modiﬁcation
Instruction Prefetch Buffer
Scalability
Search Complexity
Modularity
Handling Large Workloads

SN4L+Dis+BTB

Shotgun [20]

7.6 KB

6 KB

No
No
6 KB
Low
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
20 KB
High
No
No

Conﬂuence [16]
1 MB overhead modifying LLC
over 200 KB metadata virtualized in LLC
Yes
No
High
No
Yes

VI. M ETHODOLOGY
Table III summarizes the key elements of our methodology,
with the following sections detailing the speciﬁcs of the
evaluated designs, workloads, prefetchers’ conﬁgurations, and
simulation infrastructure.

SN4L+Dis+BTB and Shotgun need small storage requirements, which are negligible as compared to that of Conﬂuence.
While Shotgun needs a basic-block oriented BTB to work
correctly and Conﬂuence uses AirBTB, SN4L+Dis+BTB is independent of the BTB structure and can be used along with all
BTB structures. Moreover, Shotgun uses a 64-entry instruction
prefetch buffer to store the prefetches, but SN4L+Dis+BTB
and Conﬂuence prefetch directly into the L1i.
SN4L+Dis+BTB is more scalable than Shotgun. By allocating an extra 6 KB storage (the sum of storage needed for
SN4L and Dis prefetchers), SN4L+Dis+BTB can store twice
as much metadata to handle larger workloads. In comparison,
Shotgun needs to double the U-BTB structure, which imposes
about 20 KB storage overhead.
SN4L+Dis+BTB has the lowest search complexity because
it looks up two direct-mapped structures that are kept near
L1i. On the other hand, Conﬂuence follows two steps to ﬁnd
prefetch candidates. First, it looks up the LLC to ﬁnd the
value of the pointer to the history buffer, which determines
where the appropriate entry in the history buffer is and then
looks up the LLC again using that pointer to ﬁnd the spatial
regions to extract the prefetch candidates. As the metadata
of Conﬂuence is kept in the LLC, the read-and-write process
is complicated. In the case of Shotgun, it uses a 64-entry
L1i prefetch buffer and a 32-entry BTB prefetch buffer to
store prefetched candidates. These prefetch buffers have fullyassociate structures, which impose signiﬁcant search overhead
as compared to SN4L+Dis+BTB. Moreover, Shotgun searches
three different BTB structures, with various associativities,
simultaneously, in each lookup.
Unlike other prefetchers, SN4L+Dis+BTB has a modular
design: SN4L can be implemented independently from other
components to achieve considerably better performance. More-

TABLE III
E VALUATION PARAMETERS .
Parameter
Processing Nodes
Instruction Fetch Unit
L1d Cache
Shared LLC
Network-on-Chip
Main Memory

Value
14 nm, UltraSPARC III ISA, Sixteen 2 GHz OoO cores
3-wide dispatch/retirement, 128-entry ROB
32 KB, 8-way, 64B block, 4-cycle load-to-use
32-entry pre-dispatch queue
TAGE [25] branch predictor, 2 K-entry Branch Target Buffer
32 KB, 8-way, 64B block, 4-cycle load-to-use, 32 MSHRs
32 MB, 16-way, 16 banks, 18 cycles access latency
4×4 2D Mesh, Router: 5 ports, 3 VCs/port, 5 ﬂits/VC
2-stage speculative pipeline, 1-cycle link traversal
60 ns access latency, 85 GB/s peak bandwidth

A. CMP Parameters
We model a server processor that resembles Intel Xeon
Processor E7-4850 v4 [26]. The server processor has 16 cores
and 32 MB of last-level cache (LLC). Four DDR4 memory
channels provide up to 85 GB/s bandwidth. Each core is a
three-way out-of-order design with 128-entry re-order buffer
(ROB), 64-entry load-store queue (LSQ), and 32 KB 8-way
set-associative L1i and L1d caches.
The cores are organized in a 4-by-4 grid of 16 tiles. Each
tile contains a core, a slice of the LLC, and a directory slice.
A mesh interconnect is used to connect tiles. At each hop,
a packet goes to a two-stage router pipeline followed by a
single-cycle link traversal for a total of three cycles per hop
at zero loads.
For L1i prefetching, we assume that each L1i cache has two
ports to perform up to two cache lookups per cycle. Moreover,
a 32-entry prefetch queue is used to hold potential prefetch
candidates before performing L1i cache lookups.
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2) Shotgun: Shotgun [20] is the state-of-the-art BTBdirected prefetcher. It beneﬁts from Boomerang [19] for L1i
and BTB prefetching. Moreover, Shotgun uses dedicated BTBs
for the unconditional branch, conditional branch, and return
instructions. Shotgun uses a 32-entry FTQ, a fully-associative
32-entry BTB prefetch buffer, and a fully-associative 64-entry
L1i prefetch buffer. We evaluate a 1.5 K-entry U-BTB, a 128entry C-BTB, and a 512-entry RIB, as has been suggested by
the original proposal. The total per-core storage overhead of
Shotgun is 6 KB, which is due to additional segments in the
BTB to store basic-block length and footprints, and the L1i
and BTB prefetch buffers.
3) SN4L+Dis+BTB: SN4L+Dis+BTB uses a simple and
accurate sequential prefetcher named SN4L and augments it
with a lightweight discontinuity prefetcher named Dis and
pre-decodes the touched blocks to preﬁll the missing BTB
entries. SN4L uses a 16 K-entry direct-mapped and tagless
table, which needs 2 KB storage, Dis uses a 4 K-entry directmapped and 4-bit partially-tagged table, which requires 4 KB
storage and a 32-entry, Conﬂuence-like BTB prefetch buffer,
which is organized as a 2-way set-associative table, which
imposes 1 KB storage overhead. Moreover, we need a 4-bit
local prefetch status and 1-bit isPrefetch ﬂag for each block
in the cache. Besides, SeqQueue, DisQueue, and RLUQueue
have 16 entries and are used along with an 8-entry RLU,
which together require 0.3 KB. The overall storage overhead
of SN4L+Dis+BTB is 7.6 KB.

The simulated cores have three fetch stages in the core
frontend and 12 pipeline stage in the backend. The wrongpath execution as a result of BTB misses and branch mispredictions are modeled. The pipeline squashes and correct-path
redirections are done in the third stage of the core backend,
resulting in at least a six-cycle penalty, depending on when
the instruction arrives in the appropriate pipeline stage.
B. Workloads
We simulate workloads that are listed in Table IV. We
include a variety of server workloads from competing vendors,
including online transaction processing, cloud web serving
system, streaming server, and web server benchmarks.
TABLE IV
S ERVER WORKLOADS .
OLTP - Online Transaction Processing (TPC-C)
Oracle 10g Enterprise Database Server
100 Warehouses (10 GB), 1.4 GB SGA
IBM DB2 v8 ESE Database Server
DB B
100 Warehouses (10 GB), 2 GB Buffer Pool
Web Server (SPECweb99)
Apache HTTP Server v2.0
Apache
16 K Connections, fastCGI, Worker Threading
Zeus Web Server v4.3
Zeus
16 K Connections, fastCGI
CloudSuite
Darwin Streaming Server 6.0.3
Media Streaming
7500 Clients, 60 GB Dataset, High Bitrates
Nginx 1.0.10
Web Frontend
Built-in PHP 5.3.5 & APC 3.1.8
Nutch 1.2/Lucene 3.0.1, 230 Clients
Web Search
1.4 GB Index, 15 GB Data Segment
DB A

VII. E VALUATION R ESULTS
A. Storage Requirements
The proposed prefetching technique needs two history tables: (1) SeqTable and (2) DisTable. We organize both tables
as direct-mapped structures. Empirically, we observe that such
simple structures perform well within the context of our
proposal. Figure 11 shows how the miss coverage of SN4L
changes when the number of entries that are dedicated to
SeqTable varies. We also measure the miss coverage for the
unlimited-size table as a point of reference. In the unlimited
table, a block has its dedicated entry. As the table becomes
larger, the miss coverage increases. With 16 K entries, however, the coverage reaches 96% of the unlimited table’s,
effectively exploiting the available opportunity. Therefore, we
decide to devote 16 K entries to the SeqTable, which requires
2 KB of storage.
80%

60%
40%

20%

SeqTable

Unlimited

16 K Entries

4 K Entries

2 K Entries

1 K Entries

Unlimited

16 K Entries

0%
8 K Entries

D. Prefetchers’ Conﬁgurations
We evaluate the following prefetchers.
1) Conﬂuence: Conﬂuence [16] is the state-of-the-art temporal prefetcher that offers a uniﬁed solution for instruction
prefetching and BTB preﬁlling. Conﬂuence uses SHIFT [21]
as the instruction prefetch engine and virtualizes the metadata in the last-level cache (LLC). It also pre-decodes the
prefetched blocks to ﬁll the missing BTB entries. We model
Conﬂuence as SHIFT, and a 16 K-entry BTB is used along
with it. It has been shown that this design offers an upper
bound for what can be achieved by Conﬂuence [16].

100%

4 K Entries

Average Miss Coverage

C. Simulation Infrastructure
We estimate server workloads on a 16-core server processor
using Flexus full-system simulator [27]. Flexus extends the
Virtutech Simics functional simulator with timing models of
cores, caches, on-chip protocol controllers, and interconnect.
Flexus models the SPARC v9 ISA and is able to run unmodiﬁed operating systems and applications.
We use the SimFlex multiprocessor sampling methodology [28] that extends the SMARTS sampling framework [29]
for multiprocessors. We have more than 100 checkpoints
per workloads, where a checkpoint includes architectural and
long-term microarchitectural states like cache and branch
predictor contents. For each workload, we launch simulations
from checkpoints and run 200 K cycles to warm short-term
microarchitectural states like re-order buffer and then collect
measurements for the subsequent 200 K cycles. Performance
measurements are computed with a 95% conﬁdence level and
a conﬁdence interval of less than 4%.

DisTable

Fig. 11. Miss coverage for various table sizes.

Determining the size of SeqTable, Figure 11 shows the
coverage of SN4L+Dis for various numbers of entries in
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One might expect that SN4L+Dis+BTB’s CMAL to be close
to SN4L’s because SN4L contributes to a larger fraction of
prefetches as compared to Dis. However, the reduction in
SN4L+Dis+BTB’s CMAL as compared to SN4L is because
of having a BTB prefetcher. By keeping the execution on
the correct-path, demand instructions are issued faster, which
results in more uncovered clock cycles in the case of untimely
prefetches.

DisTable. SeqTable has 16 K entries. The unlimited table is
also reported in which each block has its dedicated entry. Like
SeqTable, as the size of DisTable increases, the prefetcher
covers more cache misses. As the coverage reaches the 97%
of its maximum value when DisTable has 4 K entries, we
choose a 4 K-entry DisTable. SeqTable and DisTable together
need 6 KB storage.

Timeliness, based on CMAL

B. Tables’ Associativity
Figure 11 reveals that the direct-mapped SeqTable and
DisTable offer 96% of the coverage of the unlimited tables in
which each block has a dedicated place and never conﬂicts
with other blocks. As such, we do not use set-associative
structures for these tables.
C. Tagless and Partially-Tagged Policy
As discussed in Section V, SN4L uses a tagless table and
Dis beneﬁts from a 4-bit partial tag to avoid conﬂicts, and
hence, useless prefetches. In this section, we show why we
do not need the full tag for these two tables. With SN4L, the
size of SeqTable is quite large and has 16 K entries, and each
entry is just a single bit. Generally, a conﬂict in the table results
in a correct prediction with 0.5 probability. Our experiments
indicate that the conﬂict ratio of the table is 28%, and the table
makes correct predictions in 92% of the times. Consequently,
a tagless table is sufﬁcient.
DisTable, on the other hand, is a 4-bit partially-tagged table.
While Figure 11 shows that there is a negligible difference
between a 4 K-entry table and an unlimited one in terms of
miss coverage, Figure 12 shows the overprediction when different tagging policies are used. The ﬁgure reveals that while
a tagless table suffers from a considerable overprediction, a
4-bit partially-tagged table moderates the overprediction as
compared to a fully-tagged table. In consequence, DisTable
is a 4-bit partially-tagged table to reduce the overprediction
signiﬁcantly.

80%
60%

40%
20%

0%
N4L

SN4L

Dis

SN4L+Dis+BTB

Fig. 13. Timeliness of different prefetchers.

E. RLU Size and Cache Lookups
The recently looked up policy is used to ﬁlter useless cache
lookups of our proposal. Figure 14 shows the number of cache
lookups of several methods, normalized to the number of cache
lookups in a processor without a prefetcher. The results clearly
show that an RLU of eight entries performs well in the context
of our proposal. Conﬂuence offers the lowest number of cache
lookups among the evaluated approaches. Our proposal and
Shotgun require the same number of cache lookups to perform
effectively.
4.5

Cache Lookups

4.0

10%

Average Overprediction

100%

8%

3.5
3.0
2.5

2.0
1.5

6%

1.0

4%

Confluence

2%

Shotgun

SN4L+Dis+BTB SN4L+Dis+BTB SN4L+Dis+BTB
NO-RLU

4-Entry RLU

8-Entry RLU

Fig. 14. Number of cache lookups, normalized to baseline with no prefetcher.
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2-bit Partial Tag
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F. Frontend Stall Cycle Reduction
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed prefetcher,
Figure 15 shows the Frontend Stall Cycle Reduction (FSCR)
for each method. FSCR of each method is the fraction of L1i/BTB-induced stall cycles that are eliminated by the method.
FSCR, unlike commonly-used miss coverage, captures the
impact of on-the-ﬂy prefetch requests4 , and more accurately
shows the ability of each method to mitigate frontend-induced
stalls.
There are two reasons for the frontend stall cycles. First, a
core cannot make progress because the demanded instruction
was missing, and it had to wait until the requested block

Fig. 12. Overprediction of different tagging policies.

D. Prefetch Timeliness
A useful prefetcher should provide sufﬁcient timeliness for
its prefetching requests. Figure 13 shows the average timeliness in terms of the covered memory access latency (CMAL)
for the N4L, SN4L, Dis, and SN4L+Dis+BTB prefetchers.
SN4L offers 93% CMAL, 5% better than N4L. As the prefetch
depth is the same for both prefetchers, SN4L’s better timeliness
is due to its lower trafﬁc, which reduces the average LLC
access latency. Dis’ CMAL is 89%, which is lower than
that of SN4L because of its larger path to issue prefetches,
which includes DisTable lookup and pre-decoding. Finally,
SN4L+Dis+BTB covers 91% of the memory access latency.

4 Requests that have been issued by the prefetcher, but the corresponding
cache blocks have not arrived at the fetch unit.
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Fig. 16. Performance comparison of evaluated methods, normalized to a
baseline system with no instruction/BTB prefetcher.

Fig. 15. Frontend Stall Cycle Reduction (FSCR) of the evaluated methods.
The more FSCR a method exhibits, the more frontend-induced stalls are
captured by the method.

BTB is used along with the Perfect L1i. As compared to N4L,
SN4L offers 5% speedup, which signiﬁes the importance of
selective prefetching. SN4L and SN4L+Dis offer 13 and 15%
performance improvement over a system with no instruction
and BTB prefetcher. SN4L+Dis+BTB reaches 19% speedup,
which is only slightly lower than that of Perfect L1i. With
Perfect L1i + BTB∞, the performance improvement becomes
29%, which is 10% higher than that of our practical proposal.

Speedup

becomes available. Second, in BTB-directed prefetchers, a stall
cycle can also be the consequence of a BTB-miss. As BTB
misses stall the address generator that is feeding the cache
with new addresses, when a core consumes all of the available
instructions, it should wait until the BTB miss is resolved and
the address generator begins its operation. Approaches that are
not based on BTB-directed prefetching do not suffer from this
type of frontend stall cycles.
SN4L+Dis+BTB offers the highest FSCR among the competing approaches by covering 61% of the frontend stall
cycles. Shotgun and Conﬂuence stand in the second and third
places by covering 35 and 32% of the frontend stall cycles,
on average.
G. Speedup
Figure 16 shows the performance improvement of our
proposed method along with other techniques, over a baseline
without any instruction/BTB prefetcher. The performance improvement of SN4L+Dis+BTB ranges from 7% in Web Frontend to 50% in Media Streaming.
Our proposal, SN4L+Dis+BTB, signiﬁcantly improves the
performance and outperforms the competing techniques. On
average, SN4L+Dis+BTB enhances the performance by 19%,
which is 5% higher than Shotgun, the recent state-of-theart proposal. Moreover, on the OLTP (DB A), which has
the highest U-BTB footprint miss ratio, the performance
improvement of our proposal over Shotgun is 16%.
It can be seen that Conﬂuence outperforms SN4L+Dis+BTB
in OLTP (DB A). The main reason is that our Conﬂuence,
instead of BTB prefetching, uses a 16 K-entry BTB, which is
shown to offer near-ideal BTB performance [16]. As a result,
our Conﬂuence shows an upper bound of its performance. We
used such a policy because Conﬂuence with 16 K-entry BTB
still lags behind SN4L+Dis+BTB in overall performance. Note
that while SN4L+Dis+BTB has better FSCR than Conﬂuence
on OLTP (DB A), it has a lower speedup. This means that
SN4L+Dis+BTB is active in the wrong-path because it cannot
direct the execution stream to the correct-path because of
uncovered BTB misses.
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Fig. 17. Performance breakdown of SN4L+Dis+BTB and comparison to
perfect frontend.

I. Large Workloads
Recent studies show that commercial server workloads have
larger instruction footprints and higher BTB miss ratio as
compared to server benchmarks [1], [5]. To study the effect of
commercial server workloads with larger instruction footprints
on instruction prefetchers, we make the BTB smaller and
assess Shotgun and SN4L+Dis+BTB prefetchers. Figure 18
shows the average speedup of our proposal over Shotgun
across the evaluated workloads. The ﬁgure clearly shows
that as the BTB size decreases, and hence, the BTB miss
ratio increases, the gap between our proposal and Shotgun
increases. While in this experiment, we increase the BTB miss
ratio, and as such, BTB prefetcher becomes more valuable, the
instruction footprints of workloads remain the same. Consequently, we do not put extra pressure on the L1i cache. With
commercial server workloads, there is more pressure on both
the L1i and BTB. As such, we expect a wider gap between
SN4L+Dis+BTB and Shotgun.

H. Performance Breakdown
Figure 17 shows the performance breakdown of
SN4L+Dis+BTB. As a point of reference, we include a
Perfect L1i in which all requests are served with the delay of
a cache hit, and a Perfect L1i + BTB∞ in which a 32 K-entry

J. Variable-Length ISA
While we showed that the proposed mechanism to handle
the variable-length ISA provides the ability to capture almost
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1.30

workload and amortize the cost of the entire history storage
across multiple cores by adopting a shared history, virtualized
in the LLC. Unfortunately, the efﬁciency of these techniques
over stream-based methods is limited by the number of different workloads running on a processor. Whenever multiple workloads share a processor, each workload requires its
metadata and places additional pressure on the LLC and the
interconnect, which may offset the beneﬁts.
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IX. C ONCLUSION
Processors frequently encounter instruction, and BTB
misses on server workloads. As these misses often stall
processors, server workloads lose performance due to inefﬁcient instruction supply. Unfortunately, next-line prefetchers,
which are available in processors, fall short of efﬁciency at
eliminating many misses. While prior temporal instruction
prefetchers can hide the latency of instruction misses, they
require excessive storage for the metadata. The recent BTBdirected instruction prefetchers impose low overhead but require signiﬁcant changes in the frontend of processors and
are less suitable for workloads with enormous instruction
footprints.
In this work, we offered a divide-and-conquer approach
to address the frontend bottleneck. We showed that while
a next-four-line (N4L) prefetcher can eliminate most of the
sequential instruction misses, it produces a large number of
useless prefetches. We showed that useless prefetches of an
N4L prefetcher is predictable and can easily be eliminated.
Moreover, we showed that a discontinuity prefetcher could
eliminate the remaining non-sequential misses. We beneﬁted
from the fact that discontinuities are a consequence of branch
instructions to reduce the area overhead of the discontinuity
prefetcher. Finally, we used a BTB prefetcher to eliminate
BTB misses. The proposed prefetcher requires 7.6 KB of
storage and boosts performance by up to 16% over the mostrecent competitor.

Geomean

Fig. 18. Speedup of our proposal over Shotgun with varying BTB sizes.

all of branches, virtualizing the branch-footprints inside the
LRU way may decrease the effective LLC capacity and offset
the beneﬁts. Our experiments show that the DV-LLC remains
as effective as a conventional LLC. The instruction hit ratio
of the LLC remains the same, while the data hit ratio, in
the worst case, drops 0.1%. While our simulated machine has
ﬁxed-length ISA, we also evaluated the BTB prefetcher using
the DV-LLC. As expected, the same speedup is achieved (the
graph is not shown due to space limitation).
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
Frontend stalls are a fundamental performance bottleneck in
servers [2], [30]–[36]. Deep software stack of server workloads
and heavily relying on operating-system functionalities synergistically lead to vast instruction footprints that overwhelm
capacity-limited instruction caches and branch target buffers.
Next-line prefetchers [8], which are used in most commercial
processors, cover only a small fraction of instruction misses,
resulting in a signiﬁcant performance loss. As a consequence, a
myriad of proposals attempted to mitigate the negative effects
of frontend stalls by using sophisticated prefetchers [9]–[12],
[14]–[21], [37]–[40].
In the software side, strategies were proposed to reduce the
number of instruction misses either by inserting compile-time
prefetch requests [38], [39], or optimizing the application code
for a higher locality [41]–[43], or predicting prefetch addresses
using the recurring call-graph history [37]. These techniques
make the instruction sequences more predictable, which enables our proposal to offer either higher miss coverage or the
same miss coverage with smaller storage.
Branch predictor directed prefetchers use existing branch
predictors to explore the program’s control-ﬂow graph ahead
of the fetch unit to predict discontinuities along the expected
path [9]–[11]. Run-ahead execution [44], [45] and speculative
threading [46], [47] likewise use branch predictors to predict
future control ﬂow of a program for prefetching. Even though
these schemes do not require extra storage, they heavily
depend on the accuracy of branch predictors; moreover, they
do nothing for BTB-induced stalls.
Streaming techniques like TIFS [14] and PIF [15] record,
index, and prefetch an arbitrary-length instruction miss/access
history to overcome the limitations of branch predictor directed
prefetchers. While these techniques are effective at reducing
fetch-related stalls, they require excessive storage for logging
cache misses/accesses.
SHIFT [21] and Conﬂuence [16] exploit the commonality
of instruction streams among cores when they run the same
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